Augustine's autobiographical Confessions (1909) contains one of the first accounts of a child learning to speak.
Introduction
is internationally regarded as one of the most important German contributions to philosophy of education and curriculum theory in the 20 th century. It has been translated into Japanese, Norwegian, Swedish, Spanish and Dutch, but is only now appearing in English. It is one of only two or three works on the history and philosophy of education from modern Germany to be made available in English. Mollenhauer (1983 Mollenhauer ( / 2014 refers to "cultural heritage" as that which "adults bring to children" and he contends that one of the main ways this cultural heritage is provided is through children witnessing the lives of adults around them. Culture and heritage in this context do not primarily refer to ethnic traditions such as songs and recipes dusted off for the holidays or for multicultural celebrations. Instead, these terms signify the everyday practices, experiences and values shared by those participating in society in general: at home, at work, in leisure, as well as at school.
These commonplace, shared practices, experiences and values are deeply held. They are generally not articulated explicitly, but can be said to lie at the foundation of our common ways of thinking and speaking-for example, of day and night, darkness and light, time, and money. As a result, Mollenhauer suggests that the passing on of such culture and heritage is particularly apparent when children learn their first language or mother tongue. Accordingly, the question, "How is language actually learned and what exactly does a person learn when they learn a language?" is central for Mollenhauer. He says that it "has preoccupied philosophers from Plato to Wittgenstein" (1983 Wittgenstein" ( /2014 . From this range of philosophers, it is , and particularly, Wittgenstein (1889 Wittgenstein ( -1951 who appear most centrally and frequently in Mollenhauer's response to this question. Augustine's autobiographical Confessions (1909) , written between CE 397 and 398, contains one of the first accounts of a child learning to speak. Its divergent interpretation by Wittgenstein in his Philosophical Investigations (1953) and subsequently by Mollenhauer in Forgotten Connections form the initial focus of this paper, which undertakes close readings of both interpretations. We argue that Wittgenstein's account, while quite similar to that of Mollenhauer, arrives at an impasse, particularly insofar as education and upbringing is concerned. In his subsequent attempt to "rescue" Augustine from Wittgenstein's critique, Mollenhauer develops three highly original notions central to his own understanding of upbringing: presentation, representation and Bildsamkeit. The divergence of Mollenhauer's and Wittgenstein's interpretations also throws into sharp relief Mollenhauer's particular, dialogical and pedagogical interpretation of "the call," as it is originally articulated in Augustine. The paper concludes, then, by describing this understanding and also by returning to the early Wittgenstein's famous, enigmatic affirmation of silence, and to its relation to Mollenhauer's own understanding of the subject.
Language games and culture
We thus begin by quoting (at some length) Augustine's famous description of language learning-a passage that also serves as a starting point for both Mollenhauer's and Wittgenstein's reflections:
Passing hence from infancy, I came to boyhood, or rather it came to me, displacing infancy. Nor did that depart, -(for whither went it?) -and yet it was no more. For I was no longer a speechless infant, but a speaking boy. This I remember, and have since observed how I learned to speak. It was not that my elders taught me words (as, soon after, other learning) in any set method; but I, longing by cries and broken accents and various motions of my limbs to express my thoughts, that so I might have my will, and yet unable to express all I willed, or to whom I willed, did myself, by the understanding which Thou, my God, gavest me, practice the sounds in my memory. Then they named anything, and as they spoke turned towards it, I saw and remembered that they called what they would point out by the name they uttered. And that they meant this thing and no other was plain from the motion of their body, the natural language, as it were, of all nations, expressed by the countenance, glances of the eye, gestures of the limbs, and tones of the voice, indicating the affections of the mind, as it pursues, possesses, rejects, or shuns. By repeatedly hearing words in particular positions in various sentences, I gradually learned which things the various words stood for, and having acclimated my mouth to these signs, I thereby gave utterance to my will. (as cited in Mollenhauer 1983 Mollenhauer /2014 Wittgenstein, 1953, p. 2) iii In his Philosophical Investigations, Wittgenstein (1953) writes that "these words" of Augustine "give us a particular picture of the essence of human language" (p. 78). According to this picture, "the individual words in language name objects," and sentences are seen simply as being "combinations of such names" (p. 2). Such an understanding of human language, Wittgenstein emphasizes, is clearly deficient: there does not seem to be any differentiation between kinds of words and sentences. Instead, language is largely reduced to a series of regular and proper nouns (e.g. to words such as "table," "chair," "bread," or names of people or places), and to acts of pointing and labelling. "The remaining kinds of words" and actions, Wittgenstein argues, are simply understood "as something that will take care of itself" (p. 2). In this context, Wittgenstein can be understood as critiquing a "picture" of language that he himself articulated much earlier, in his Tractatus Logico Philosophicus (1922 Philosophicus ( /2001 . Unlike his posthumously published Philosophical Investigations (1953) , the Tractatus offers the reader not so much a range of questions and paradoxes, but a series of logically interconnected statements, hierarchically ordered under seven main propositions. Among these are formulations proposing (for example) that "objects can only be named," with "signs" being "their representatives" (Wittgenstein, 2001, p. 15 Augustine describes the learning of human language as if the child came into a strange country and did not understand the language of the country; that is, as if it already had a language, only not this one. Or again: as if the child could already think only not yet speak (Wittgenstein, ; also cited in Mollenhauer 1983 Mollenhauer /2014 , p. 14)
Augustine's description of language learning, Wittgenstein is saying, is ultimately circular. It attempts to account for the way in which languages are learned, but it can only do so by assuming that the child already knows another language, like someone learning a second language in a foreign country. It presupposes what it claims to explain, and as Wittgenstein (1953) has famously remarked, all "explanations come to an end somewhere" (p. 3).
Wittgenstein instead proposes an "expansion of language" in order to understand original language learning-one that goes well beyond the familiar account of pointing and naming. He develops his famous notion of the "language game" to do this. Wittgenstein's suggestion is that pointing and naming-and other, more playful forms involved in childhood language learning-provide only one example of a language game, one game among many that together constitute a much larger game, "the whole process of using words" (p. 3):
I… will sometimes speak of a primitive language as a language-game. I shall also call the whole, consisting of language and the actions into which it is woven, the "language-game."…the term "language-game" is meant to bring into prominence the fact that the speaking of language is part of an activity, or of a form of life. (Wittgenstein, 1953, p. 5) For Wittgenstein, to think of any particular type of language use-whether reporting, describing or pointing-is to think also of an activity, or more simply: "to imagine a language means to imagine a form of life (Lebensform)" (p. 8). Despite the fact that the notions of "language game" and of "form of life" are both absolutely fundamental for Wittgenstein, he does not give them explicit definition. But based on the way he uses both these terms, it is clear that they are prerequisites for or perhaps constitutive of nearly any condition of individual or collective thought or action: common understanding, certainty, belief, justification, and even "the phenomena of hope" itself (Wittgenstein, 1953, p. 174) . Despite this difficulty and ambiguity, Wittgenstein is able to conceive of a wide range of language games and associated forms of life:
It is easy to imagine a language consisting only of orders and reports in battle. -Or a language consisting only of questions and expressions for answering yes and no. And innumerable others. (p. 8) Among these innumerable others, Wittgenstein imagines languages that might be used for "reporting an event," for "speculating about an event" and-significantly for our discussion of upbringing-for "a child us[ing] such primitive forms of language when it learns to talk" (p. 4).
It is important that in this last example, Wittgenstein (1953) emphasizes that "here the teaching of language is not explanation, but training" (p. 4). The original German word for "training" in this sentence and in many similar instances in the late Wittgenstein is "abrichten." This term, which has been the cause of controversy in recent Wittgenstein scholarship (see Giessinger, 2008) , refers specifically and literally to the conditioning, via commands and rewards, of animals (von Savigny, 2006, p. 208) .
iv Despite the fact that it would otherwise not be used "for children," and thus "has a 'very brutal tone'" (Luntley 2008 , p. 697), Wittgenstein maintains: "The child learns… language from the grown-ups by being trained to its use. I am using the word 'trained, '" Wittgenstein (1958) adds, "in a way strictly analogous to that in which we talk of an animal being trained to do certain things" (p. 77). Elsewhere, Wittgenstein (2007) says that "educators ought to remember… Any explanation has its foundation in training [Abrichten]" (p. 58).
So why is Wittgenstein apparently insisting that a kind of "obedience training" is the key to language learning? Any answer would certainly have to do with Wittgenstein's idea that language must simply be learned as such, since there are no means of explaining and grounding meanings outside of language itself. But this leads to a strange situation: Without the inhumanity of "Abrichtung," as one scholar suggests, "human life forms remain inaccessible" [emphasis added] (Giessinger 2008, p. 289 )-particularly for the child.
Our purpose in this paper is not to formulate our own answer to this strange and vexing paradox; we simply note that it is raised fairly regularly in, and in a manner consistent with, Wittgenstein's later thought. Our point instead is to show how Mollenhauer's interpretation of both Augustine and Wittgenstein provides an alternative that is more in keeping with the values and practices of upbringing. In this sense, we believe, Mollenhauer provides an answer of his own.
"Pointing out," training or the fundamental pedagogical act
In beginning his interpretation of Augustine's passage for his own purposes, Mollenhauer does not seem set on refuting Wittgenstein as he is interested in articulating a careful, nuanced differentiation. The intention in this paper is to differentiate with similar care. Unlike Wittgenstein, Mollenhauer (1983 / 2014 is not so much interested in "forms of life" that may be a part of reporting an event, speculating about the future, giving and obeying orders, and particularly not of obedience training. Instead Mollenhauer is interested in examining life and language from the starting point provided by upbringing. His understanding proceeds from the conviction of the universality of upbringing as a part of the human condition-the reality that human life would cease without the birth, acculturation and cultural participation (and also ultimately, death) of successive generations. Mollenhauer further believes that we pass on to children some aspect of ourselves, or of our lives, in myriad forms, and whether we explicitly intend to or not: "It is simply unimaginable," he explains, that an adult could "undertake any act of pedagogical significance-deliberately or not-without conveying some aspect of him or herself or the way he or she lives" (1983 / 2014). Or as Michael Winkler (2002) puts it, "we cannot not engage in upbringing" (p. 12). Whether it is on the street, in the classroom or inside the home, children not only respond to commands and training. They also respond to the sight of adults pointing and naming, drilling and training, but also giving and receiving orders, describing objects and events, speculating about the future and much, much more. Mollenhauer (1983 Mollenhauer ( / 2014 ) expresses the notion of adults displaying their lives to children by using the term "presentation" and he borrows and expands on Wittgenstein's term Lebensform to capture what is presented to children through adults' words and actions. Language and different "forms of life" present the child not with a "random and chaotic series of things and words," but with a "distinct structure" (p. 20). Mollenhauer makes this case by pointing specifically to a part of Augustine's Confessions cited above:
Then they named anything, and as they spoke turned towards it, I saw and remembered that they called what they would point out by the name they uttered. And that they meant this thing and no other was plain from the motion of their body, the natural language, as it were, of all nations, expressed by the countenance, glances of the eye, gestures of the limbs, and tones of the voice. (p. 12)
Mollenhauer suggests that through the use of the words "countenance," "glances of the eye," "gestures of the limbs," and "tones of the voice," Augustine is describing key elements in a structure that is part of upbringing and that can be seen as being much more complex and subtle than a set of primitives and commands-or even combined sets of the same. Before the child can come to understand words and their classification, he or she must first learn a "complex system of meanings" (p. 15) that has no distinct point of origin, whether in naming, pointing or training. Instead these meanings arise through the inherently structured nature of the general context or "lifeworld" v itself, as its meanings are unavoidably enacted and articulated in various ways of life. And it is only as a result of this structure that the child can then bring into meaningful interrelationship the "adult's act of pointing, word and thing." For Mollenhauer, in other words, pointing out is an act that uses an already meaningful order to draw explicit attention to patterns and structures. Pointing out is thus not an isolated language game, as it is for Wittgenstein, and it does not present the intractable problem or infinite regress of having to first explain rules for the meaning of pointing and naming (and to then explain the meaning of "rule" itself; see Wittgenstein, 1953, p. 15) . Children, as active selves, are already immersed in these patterns and ways of life. Mollenhauer (1983 Mollenhauer ( / 2014 suggests that when it is understood in this way, "pointing out is a fundamental act in educational presentation-in the unavoidable nature of upbringing-whether it is done verbally or through gestures."
Consider a simple example. In many dominant European languages, Mollenhauer (1983 Mollenhauer ( / 2014 explains, Up and down, right and left (already more difficult to grasp) forward and back, hot and cold [all present]…an initial structuring of the cosmos that significantly is not the same for all times and social settings. (p. 14)
Realities of everyday life, and the more detailed classifications that are consistent with them, are patterned in language and metaphor that as Lakoff and Johnson (1980) have shown, orient us in terms of our priorities, values and ideologies. In other cultures and languages, these basic, orienting oppositions may be structured quite differently, as ethnographers have demonstrated: Coastal dwellers may differentiate direction as only landwards or seawards, and other indigenous languages may categorize hundreds of plants and animals -as of yet without genus or phylum in Western science-according to their healing properties (Kramer, Miller & Newberger, 2008) .
As suggested above, Mollenhauer (1983 Mollenhauer ( / 2014 explains that one unavoidably acquires such classifications-however self-evident they may appear in retrospect-by unconsciously "internaliz[ing] a system; their mental world is given structure" (p. 14). Mollenhauer further suggests that once elements of this cultural world are communicated through word and deed, the child "will henceforth perceive the world in terms of this structure" (1983 / 2014). This structure, or rather, these structures are not markedly different from one situation or activity to the next. They do not depend, for example, on whether a situation consists in giving and receiving orders or training a child in vocabulary. Instead, they are tantamount to a system of thinking, a culture-one that as Mollenhauer has already described as "always hav[ing] to do with the culture as a whole, and the social structures that are a part of it"(1983/2014, p. 9). As a result, in the translation of Forgotten Connections, Mollenhauer's rather extensive use of the Wittgenstinian term "Lebensform" has been translated as "way of life." This was done in the hope that readers unfamiliar with Wittgenstein's significant but sparse vi use of "Lebensform" might appreciate the more expansive and colloquial connotations of the latter. Whether western and scientific, or indigenous or animistic, languages provide not only structure and order, but also irreplaceably valuable knowledge-in ways that are transmitted from one generation to another, often without direct awareness of what is being passed on in this way. Despite Mollenhauer's (1983 / 2014 ) rather different take on matters of language and its acquisition, Wittgenstein's discussion of language games, particularly his relatively isolated and systematic examples, is helpful for understanding a number of developments that follow in Mollenhauer's Forgotten Connections. The modern world, with its specializations, divisions of labor, and its ever-increasing complexity, is obviously one that very frequently relies on giving and receiving commands, reporting distant events, and (perhaps unfortunately also) drill and training. Mollenhauer sees this reality as presenting an enormous challenge to the pedagogical potential of presentation. To address this challenge, Mollenhauer introduces the notions of representation, Bildsamkeit, and also the pedagogical call. It is the development of these notions from the conditions of modern language and culture that is our current concern.
Representation, Bildsamkeit and the call
Despite his emphasis on the structures and ways of life associated with presentation, Mollenhauer (1983 Mollenhauer ( / 2014 ) apparently sees different language-games, in the Wittgensteinean sense, as indispensable in modern education:
The modern world offers such a vast and confusing range of ways of life that their presentation must be structured and framed properly for the child from the very outset…since our way of life no longer possesses sufficient educational force, the realm of Bildung must be created for the younger generation. (1983/2014, p. 35) This realm is created not by presenting one or more ways of life directly, but by representing these indirectly. It is in this way that Mollenhauer (1983 Mollenhauer ( / 2014 ) defines "representation," the educational counterpoint and modern supplement to "presentation:"
[In] addition to the "presentation" of a particular way of life to children, the social and historical aspects of the culture that are hidden from the child must be made accessible to the child. This in turn means that adults must select from a vast array of material… the available curricular "storehouse"… and convey it to the young person in an understandable form. Educational institutions, which specialize in this selective representation, are central to this process. But through this process, relationships between adults change, just as those among a family or household and between adults and children are transformed: Representation of ways of life now becomes the most important problem for Bildung. (1983/2014, p. 10) In a society with diverse classes, cultures, and roles, direct presentation of adult actions no longer suffices for children to be acculturated to one or more ways of life. This task of upbringing, Mollenhauer emphasizes, now takes place "through a kind of pedagogical rehearsal or practice, as it would be for someone from a foreign land" (1983/2014, 31) . This "foreign land" of educational practice and rehearsal offers a readily recognizable echo of the strange country and culture that Wittgenstein has described. At school and in other pedagogical contexts, the child is learning another language and way of life that indeed appears as if he or she "already had a language, only not this one." In this case, the language that the child already possesses is the informal speech that had been presented through ways of life immediately surrounding him or her: The language that the child must now learn in addition is one that can only be acquired through pedagogical rehearsal and practice, the formal language of reading and writing that is generally not acquired spontaneously at home or directly embedded in the child's lifeworld.
Echoing Wittgenstein further, Mollenhauer recognizes the poverty and disaffection inherent to such a situation. This leads Mollenhauer to introduce the next important term or topic in his account-and ultimately, to also introduce "the call" as a theme in Forgotten Connections. He begins by emphasizing the deficiency of what is offered in the "foreign land" of curricular "representation" and schooling. Through representation, he says, we show children not the world but rather what we take the world to be and what appears to us to be tolerable or worth pointing out to children. The underlying principle for educational representation nowadays would be for us to say to children… [that] "This is not the world." It is only an image or a mirror's reflection of the world. As a result, there arises… [the] questions: What should be depicted, how can it be depicted in such a way that the child's mind is able to grasp it, and how can this be accomplished in such a way as to nuture motivation? (1983/2014 p. 54) Mollenhauer answers his own questions by introducing the theme of Bildsamkeit, a term derived from the German noun "Bildung" (formation) that designates a quality of the child essential to upbringing that is realized through interaction with adults. Although Bildsamkeit can be rendered literally as "form-ability," it does not simply refer to the plasticity of the child in the hands of the adult. Instead, it captures the transitive, intransitive and reflexive meanings of the verb bilden, "to form:" The child is formed by what is other, is formed in itself, and also forms itself. As a subject or self, the child is thus engaged in an intricate interchange with the world and also with itself. Two phrases in particular from the quotation of Augustine's Confessions provide a starting point for Mollenhauer's explanation of Bildsamkeit. The first is, "by cries and broken accents and various motions of my limbs… I longed… to express my thoughts," and the second, "having acclimated my mouth to these signs, I thereby gave utterance to my will" (as cited in Mollenhauer, 1983 Mollenhauer, / 2014 .
vii What is most important for Mollenhauer in all cases is the activity of the self, its will and their combined expression. Mollenhauer emphasizes that "children do not make [the] structure[s of the culture around them] their own only passively or receptively, but instead through the engagement of an active self." Speaking specifically of the representational activities of schooling, Mollenhauer also underscores that the "process of internalizing [these] representations…appears as an active internalization process" [emphasis added] (1983 / 2014, p. 16) .
To further describe this active, formative quality of the child, Mollenhauer quotes yet another passage from Augustine's Confessions, this time from Book X, Chapter 10, where Augustine describes learning later in his childhood. This activity is cast not as the acquisition of knowledge possessed by elders, but perhaps counterintuitively, as a drawing or calling forth of that which is already known and present in the child. These things already present, as Mollenhauer quotes Augustine, are so "far back and hidden… that unless they had been called upon in the teaching of another person, I should perhaps never have been able to think of them at all" (as cited in Mollenhauer, 1983/in press) .
viii It is from this description of calling upon something that inheres in the child-even prior to contact with the world-from which Mollenhauer develops his notion of the pedagogical call.
Mollenhauer does not understand this call, however, as seeking out a kind of primal or reincarnated memory, as does Augustine. What is called upon or "drawn out" (as translations of Augustine generally put it) is, in Mollenhauer's interpretation, first of all one's will and one's desire to express oneself (1983 / 2014) . In keeping with the implications of Bildung as formation, that which is called upon in pedagogy is a kind of power and potentiality that is responsive to the world, but not simply reducible to or determined by it. Mollenhauer (1983 Mollenhauer ( / 2014 ) frames this as a basic premise or hypothesis "that cannot be proven empirically," but that is nonetheless what "first allowed for the realization of education early in the European humanist tradition" (1983 / 2014) . This is the belief that: children should be brought up not as if they were material to be changed and formed. Instead, they should be brought up in support for a kind of power and potentiality that develops itself, in a dialogical relationship, in a kind of mutual interchange or call and response. (p. 65)
The pedagogical call, for Mollenhauer, is not simply a single or exemplary appeal to that which inheres in the child. The call is part of a call and response or an ongoing interchange. Moreover, that which is called upon in the child through this exchange is not simply something obscure, hidden and nearly forgotten. Mollenhauer (1983/in press ) is saying that it is "a kind of power and potentiality," related to will and self-expression, that forms and develops itself. The possibility of calling upon the energy and potentiality of Bildsamkeit can be seen as a possible response to the enervating paucity of representational or schooling practice. However, the question of exactly how to adapt and direct this power to the purposes and conventions of schooling remains an open question for Mollenhauer. Elsewhere in his discussion of Bildsamkeit and of "the call," Mollenhauer (1983 Mollenhauer ( / 2014 clarifies that this emergent power is tantamount to a kind of radical subjecthood and even that which is beyond language itself.
The question of Bildsamkeit arises precisely at [the] boundary …between what is sayable and unsayable, between subjectivity and intersubjectivity. The subject, which is a mystery, or as Leibniz put it, a "windowless monad," is compelled along the path of Bildsamkeit into the world of intersubjective agreements. (p. 62) Pedagogy or the pedagogical call, then, becomes a kind of drawing out of that which is innermost, most deeply individual and subjective, and least reducible to language and labels. Paradoxically, it is this linguistically irreducible power that gives rise to expression and that forms the ground for articulation and communication. It is this potentially linguistic character of the child's Bildsamkeit that allows it to be called upon, to engage in a response and an interchange. Bildsamkeit, as Mollenhauer defines it at one point, "is… a disposition that is articulated by the child when he or she is engaged with another's expectations" (1983 / 2014) . (The linguistic connotations of the term "articulated" [artikuliert] appear to be intentional.) Education, in still other terms, becomes an interchange through which children are brought from the realm of the subjectivity and idiosyncracy to that of language and conventional knowledge:
to educate children… means taking them across the boundary from the unsayable of contingent subjectivity to the realm of language, culture and convention.…Nevertheless, the unsayable still resides in the unconscious and is a source of our desires, hopes, fantasies, and utopias, and thus-during childhood at any rate-is only manifested in an encrypted form. (Mollenhauer, 1983 (Mollenhauer, /2014 The call of pedagogy is directed at this source, with the intent of drawing the child from "pure subjectivity" into the realm of culture. Significantly, this is expressed etymologically in the word "education" and the word often taken as the German equivalent. The German Erziehung, substantivizes the verb "to draw" (ziehen) in a direction that is up or out (the prefix "er-"). It is this drawing out and up, quite literally expressed in the more general word "upbringing," that is one of the reasons for its use in the translation of Mollenhauer. Education, for its part, is etymologically derived from the Latin educatus, specifically the past participle educere, which also designates the act of "bringing out," or "leading forth." Like the German erziehen, it can be broken down into the prefix ex-, meaning "out," and the verb ducere meaning "to lead." Education, then, is itself a drawing out, a calling upon of the child's self and will through an engagement with outside factors and forces. Mollenhauer (1983 Mollenhauer ( / 2014 ) goes further, saying that: If we accept Augustine's metaphorical characterization of…"call and response" -then the self-reflexive narrative of relationship appears the appropriate way to represent it" (p. 74).
What kind of relationship and narrative is this? Mollenhauer goes on to provide for his readers a number of narratives of Bildsamkeit, each story being about a child, suffering from a mental disability, moving towards self-expression through the patient encouragement of a teacher. In one case, this self-expression is as simple as choosing one flavor of juice over another; in another case, it is a matter of reading a short message from the teacher and then scrawling a teasing response on a piece of paper. In both cases, language is central. Speaking again abstractly of self and language, one could say that the emergent self is called or drawn out of mute silence, from that which is unspoken and perhaps unsayable, and into the realm of expression and language.
Conclusion: The limits of the subject and its world
It is with the unsayable and silence that we return to Wittgenstein, and that we draw this paper to its conclusion. Silence and the unsayable are central to Wittgenstein's Tractatus. Of the seven principle propositions and the many tiered elaborating statements that constitute this work, there is only one, main proposition that stands on its own, without elaboration, and that concludes the book as a whole. This is the famous observation that "What we cannot speak about we must pass over in silence." This is Wittgenstein's final statement in a work comprised of over 500 concise and meticulously ordered statements about the world, many of which themselves attempt to specify exactly what we can and cannot say about it.
For example, at a number of points in the Tractatus, Wittgenstein makes it clear that language delimits what we can know, and what constitutes both our subjectivity and our world. He says, for example, that "the limits of my language mean the limits of my world" (p. 68). If language provides the way that we order the world and give it structure and meaning, then that which is beyond language, which is unsayable, must remain amorphous, unordered, meaningless and ultimately, unsaid. But this is again where Mollenhauer diverges from Wittgenstein. Mollenhauer parts ways from Wittgenstein in a very curious manner-by engaging in an overt mis-reading, specifically of a proposition from the Tractatus, namely the assertion that: "The subject does not belong to the world; rather it is a limit of the world" (Mollenhauer,1983 (Mollenhauer, /2014 Wittgenstein, 2001,p. 69) . In the context of his other propositions, Wittgenstein again appears to be saying here that language, what is knowable, and what constitutes ourselves and our world are all coextensive or overlapping. They cover the same terrain, and what lies beyond these things, Wittgenstein is further saying, is that which "we cannot speak about" and "must pass over in silence. " Mollenhauer sees this all rather differently than the early Wittgenstein. What defies (self-)expression, what we cannot speak of, is not so much what lies beyond language, but what comes before it. This "something," is not simply to be passed over in silence, but rather, it is to be acted upon or called upon, and drawn out into language. Paradoxically, it is also the force that motivates language, and that-although in some respects it remains unsayable-gives us something to say. What is to be said does not take the form of a series of interlocking propositions about the world, or even of one or more language games that might be a part of some specific activities within the world.
In a sense, Mollenhauer is reversing or inverting Wittgenstein's observations about the self, the world and silence. As is the case with his discussion of Wittgenstein's account of language learning, Mollenhauer understands or reinterprets Wittgenstein not from the perspective of analytical assertions, demarcations or even questions. Mollenhauer instead interprets Wittgenstein from the perspective of upbringing. Just as the child, in learning language, is not subjected to drill and training, but is drawn ever further into a culture and a way of life, so it is also with what is (and in part, remains) unsayable. What is "called upon in the teaching of another person" as Augustine puts it, is not located at the outer edges where adult language games and forms of life reach their limit, but at their inner core where they are animated and given life. i The only exceptions of which I am aware are Adorno's works on education (e.g., "Education after Auschwitz"), and Luhmann and Schorr's Problems of Reflection in the System of Education (in a rather difficult translation). ii The translation of Forgotten Connections cited is now available from Routledge (ISBN: 041571401X); accurate pagination has been added to this version of the article. The full text of Mollenhauer's introduction to Forgotten Connections is currently available at this site: http://www.culture-and-upbringing.com. iii Wittgenstein cites only the second half of this passage in Latin (beginning with "Then they named anything") in the Philosophical Investigations. iv Referring to Huemer (2006) , and despite some orthographic errors, Luntley (2008) [manuscripts] where the translators have 'training', he also uses it to translate texts into German that were originally written in English: e.g. the Brown Book. Now, as Huemer points out, 'the German "arbrichten" [sic] is exclusively used for animals ' (p. 207) ; it refers to a process that 'sets up stimulus-response patterns that do not involve any intellectual activity on the side of the trainee ' (p. 208) . …Any account of Wittgenstein on training must confront this issue and explain what is going on in the text when Wittgenstein assaults the reader with inappropriate language" (pp. 296-297). v Lifeworld is a philosophical and sociological category that refers to shared realms of everyday, unreflected experience. vi The term "Lebensform" appears only seven times in Wittgenstein's published writings. vii A third line that Mollenhauer could also have quoted from this passage is: "that so I might have my will, and yet unable to express all I willed, or to whom I willed, did myself, by the understanding which Thou, my God, gavest me, practice the sounds in my memory." viii A direct translation of the rendering of Augustine used by Mollenhauer references the act of "calling upon." The original Latin, "admonente aliquo eruerentur" combines the verb for "admonishing" or "urging" (admonēns) together with the verb for "digging" "tearing" or "plucking out" (ēruō). This is generally rendered in English translations as "drawing out" or "bringing to the fore," as in the Pusey translation: "had not the suggestion of another drawn them forth." The salience of the verb "drawing out" or "forth" is also discussed below.
